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GERHARD LAUER 

Method and Truth

About the Importance of Being Methodologically 
Earnest

Abstract
Against the common notion in hermeneutics, that methods are of minor impor-
tance for scholarly research, I argue here in favour of the importance of methods 
in the humanities. First, I show that even before the invention of the computer, 
there was already a small scholarly tradition of method-driven approaches. Then 
I review recent examples of research, which make extensively use of computation-
al methods and their methodology of modelling research questions. By a series of 
these examples taken from different fields of the humanities I show how specifically 
computational approaches transform the humanities towards a method-driven field 
of research. Finally, by systematising the results I defend the central role of methods 
in scholarly research and pledge for method-driven humanities.

Keywords
Methods, methodology of the humanities, quantitative approaches, formalisation, 
modelling, computational approaches

In his seminal book Truth and Method from 1960 Hans-Georg Gadamer 
outlines not less than a general theory about understanding in the hu-
manities1. According to Gadamer, scholarly epistemology resembles a 
complex dialogue between texts and interpreter. Based on the general 
condition of being and interacting with the world, scholarly practices 
are similar to those practices of interpretation used whenever a reader 
over time goes in circle to a better understanding of what he or she 
is reading. Understanding depends not on methods but is existential 
and rooted in the conditio humana. In Gadamer’s theoretical perspective 
meaning is an event, based on the very existence of humans in the world 
and not the result of methods, techniques, or scientific rigour. In other 
words, understanding is already given and does not depend on specific 

DOI: 10.26350/9788834352595_000006
1 H.-G. Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methode. Grundzüge einer philosophischen Hermeneutik, Mohr-
Siebeck, Tübingen 1960.
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methods nor methodology2. It is important to note that Gadamer moves 
the humanities close to general hermeneutics, where is little room for 
questions of methods. On the contrary, insights and understanding of 
texts could not be rule-based, it is already given. Room for questions of 
methods is only in subdisciplines such as heuristics.

Right from the beginning of his book Gadamer makes his anti-me-
thodical point very clear, when he quotes Rilke’s poem Solang du Selbst
geworfnes fängt from Rilke’s Die Gedichte (1922):

Solang du Selbstgeworfnes fängst, ist alles
Geschicklichkeit und läßlicher Gewinn -;
erst wenn du plötzlich Fänger wirst des Balles,
den eine ewige Mit-Spielerin 
dir zuwarf, deiner Mitte, in genau 
gekonntem Schwung, in einem jener Bögen 
aus Gottes großem Brücken-Bau:
erst dann ist Fangen-Können ein Vermögen, -
nicht deines, einer Welt3.

The ability to catch the meaning is something beyond methodological 
control and individual intention. Gadamer’s title “Truth and Method” is 
therefore nothing less than a programmatic formula. Truth is an event; 
no methods and no methodology can elicit. The “and” in the title is 
more precisely an “or”, an implicit critique on scientific notion, which 
claims that the power of sciences comes from the tools of measurements 
and the mathematical axiomatics – or in the words of the mathematician 
David Hilbert: “Alles, was Gegenstand des wissenschaftlichen Denkens 
überhaupt sein kann, verfällt, sobald es zur Bildung einer Theorie reif 
ist, der axiomatischen Methode und damit unmittelbar der Mathematik 
[Everything that can be the object of scientific thought at all, as soon as 
it is ripe for the formation of a theory, falls into the axiomatic method 
and thus directly into mathematics]”4. Gadamer’s seminal work argues 

2 J. Malpas, HansGeorg Gadamer, in E.N. Zalta - U. Nodelman (eds.), The Stanford Encyclo
pedia of Philosophy (winter 2022 edition), https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2022/
entries/gadamer/.
3 Finché riprendi la palla che ha lanciato la tua mano, / non è che abilità e conquista 
facile -; / solo se all’improvviso devi prendere / la palla che un’eterna tua compagna / di 
gioco scagliò al centro del tuo corpo / con ben mirato slancio potente, in uno di quegli 
archi / di ponte del grande architetto Iddio: / solo allora è virtù il saper prendere, - / 
virtù non tua, di un mondo. Translation by G. Baioni, in Rainer Maria Rilke, Poesie, II, 
Einaudi, Torino 1995, pp. 254-55.
4 D. Hilbert, Axiomatisches Denken, in Id., Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Bd. III: Grundlagen der 
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for the primacy of what no method could reach and is implicit critique 
of the scientific approaches.

Taken Gadamer’s outline of hermeneutics as a prominent example 
for a common anti-methodological understanding of learned practices, 
many scholars are highly irritated by the advent of computers in the 
field of humanities because computers are algorithmic machines and 
inevitably stress the algorithmic steps to process meaning without a real 
understanding. They have methods, but not truth. Because computer 
do not understand but only process meaning, critiques argue that ma-
chines are of no help to contribute to any insights into literature and 
the arts. You can’t count literature. The uneasiness with computers as 
a method-driven tool for scholarly work is often expressed, e.g., by the 
Scottish writer A.L. Kennedy. She compares computational analysis of 
literature with not less than hitting a painting with a fish, intentionally 
not a nice comparison. “The basic strategy in computational [in literary 
studies] is just the same”, Kennedy wrote in 2016, “take hundreds or 
thousands of books, feed the text into a computer and subject it to statis-
tical analysis”5. Computers with their methods of big number crunching 
are a simplification of the richness of the truth in literature and will nev-
er give you any meaning, Kennedy claims. In her harsh reaction on the 
growing number of computational approaches in literary studies, A.L. 
Kennedy argues that numbers of words and their distribution couldn’t 
tell you anything about poetry, literature, and the arts in general. Ken-
nedy concludes, the new research culture “has run out of anything sane 
to say about literature”6. 

Even if this criticism is more expression of anger than based on ar-
guments, the vehemence of Kennedy illustrates the profound irritation 
about computational approaches because they seem to make extensively 
use of methods, but not of meaning and understanding. Computers and 
poetry don’t seem to go together, and computational literary studies is a 
contradiction in terms. To understand literature, you need meaning not 
methods. And Kennedy is not alone with her fundamental and openly 
harsh critique7, a critique following the old patterns of the so-called two 

Mathematik, Physik, Verschiedenes, nebst einer Lebensgeschichte, Springer, Berlin 1935 [1918], 
pp. 146-156, p. 156.
5 A.L. Kennedy, It’s like hitting a painting with a fish: can computer analysis tell us anything 
new about literature?, in «The Guardian», 15.9.2016, https://www.theguardian.com/
books/2016/sep/15/what-is-the-point-of-cultural-analytics-computers-big-data-literature.
6 Ibidem.
7 E.g. N.Z. Da, The Computational Case against Computational Literary Studies, «Critical Inqui-
ry», 45 (2019), 3, pp. 601-639.
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(scientific) cultures, where no bridge between the two cultures is possi-
ble, nor even desirable8. However, I do not think, that Kennedy is right. 
There are a couple of arguments why method-driven humanities such as 
computational literary studies is possible.

1. To avoid the many stereotypes when it comes to the two cultures de-
bate it must first be remembered that before the advent of computer 
and internet, computational approaches are not new in fields like liter-
ary studies. For example, already in the 40s and 50s of the 20th century 
the American philologist Josephine Miles has studied the vocabulary of 
affection in Wordsworth poems based on counting words and the poet-
ics of John Dryden by building a concordance of the writer’s word use9. 
Both are method-driven approaches which use linguistic methods for 
questions in the field of literary studies. By no coincidence Miles became 
later a pioneer in computer-based research in English studies, although 
her techniques such as concordances and keywords in contexts are com-
monly used in philology since many centuries. But in Miles’ research 
these methods play a prominent role and that makes her research to an 
outsider position at least in the field of English literary studies. From a 
hermeneutical point of view Miles overestimate her methods. Counting 
words is only a heuristics.

Indeed, what makes Miles an outsider in literary studies is her meth-
odological rigour, i.e., her counting of words and the interest even in 
the little words, function words like prepositions or pronouns, we usual-
ly do not care much about. While for interpretation the frequency of us-
ing pronouns or articles has at first glance little to say about the meaning 
of a literary work, Miles takes care of each of them and count each word 
disregarding their direct importance for interpretation. Her emphasis 
on this formalistic approach of word counting is irritating from a herme-
neutical point of view, but she does so with good reasons. Linguistics and 
psycholinguistics in particular have shown that the use of function and 
of lexical words is not independent from individual psychological states 
as well as not independent from cultural norms at a certain point of 
time10. In a way, word-use is a kind of the author’s fingerprint and of his  
time. Only the sum of the big as well as of the little words tells the full sto-
ry about authors’ styles like those of Wordsworth or Dryden. Although 

8 C.P. Snow, Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, University Press, Cambridge 1959.
9 M. Wimmer, Josephine Miles (19111985): Doing Digital Humanism with and without Ma
chines, in «History of Humanities», 4 (2019), 2, pp. 329-334.
10 J.W. Pennebaker - L.A. King, Linguistic styles: Language use as an individual difference, in 
«Journal of Personality and Social Psychology», 77 (1999), pp. 1296-1312.
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the technique of word counting is as old as counting hapax legomena 
since Hellenistic time, here the prominence of this method makes the 
difference. For Miles word counting is not just a heuristics. Methods are 
in the centre of her research.

Miles is but just one example of the non-hermeneutical approaches 
in the humanities. Already in the 19th century, to add further examples, 
philologist and mathematicians like August de Morgan, Wincenty Lu-
tosławski or Thomas Corwin Mendenhall studied authorship, the au-
thorship of the epistles of Saint Paul, the order of Plato’s dialogues or the 
authorship of Shakespeare’s plays. They do so by analysing the arrange-
ment of words according to their length and to the relative frequency of 
their occurrence. The list of early adopters goes on11, although, as Rens 
Bod has shown in his book A New History of the Humanities: The Search for 
Patterns and Principles from Antiquity to the Present 12, this quantitative tra-
dition is much smaller than the qualitative one, but a steady tradition. 
Today’s stylometry by John Burrows, Hugh Craig, Maciej Eder, Peter 
Farey, David Holmes, Patrick Joula, Mike Kestemont or Jan Rybicki, to 
mention some of the pioneers, still follows this line of method-driven ap-
proaches based on word frequencies and word embeddings13. To phrase 
it differently, the small, but long-standing tradition of philology and the 
new computational approaches are more closely related then the history 
of hermeneutics commonly acknowledges.

Quantitative and formalistic approaches are, though, a small scholar-
ly tradition, they demonstrate the importance of methods in the human-
ities. A good demonstration for the close relation between formalistic 
methods and humanities is also given by a methodological debate in 
19th century art history. It was the Italian physician, politician and art 
historian Giovanni Morelli who published in 1880 in Leipzig his critical 
attempt on Italian artworks in the galleries of Munich, Dresden and Ber-
lin14. What became soon the “Morellian method” and influenced also 

11 P. Grzybek, History and Methodology of Word Length Studies, in P. Grzybek (ed.), Contribu
tions to the Science of Text and Language, Springer, Dordrecht 2007, pp. 15-90.
12 R. Bod, A New History of the Humanities: The Search for Patterns and Principles from Antiquity 
to the Present, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2013.
13 E.g. H. Craig - A.F. Kinney, Shakespeare, Computers, and the Mystery of Authorship, Cam-
bridge University Press, Cambridge 2009.
14 I. Lermolieff [i.e. Giovanni Morelli], Die Werke italienischer Meister in den Galerien von 
München, Dresden und Berlin. Ein kritischer Versuch, Seemann, Leipzig 1880. Morelli pub-
lished under an anagrammatic pseudonym and invented an equally non-existent transla-
tor from Russian Johannes Schwarze, a resident of the imaginary Gorlaw, which is to say 
Gorle, near Bergamo. Morelli’s method provoked fiercely opposition by the eminent art 
historian Wilhelm von Bode, who proposes a more hermeneutic approach.
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Sigmund Freud, is an anti-hermeneutic method, which takes care of the 
“little words” in paintings, i.e. based on clues offered by trifling details 
such as the style how fingers or earlobes are painted rather than identities 
of composition and subject matter or other broad treatments15. Again, 
one things stands out and illustrates the method-driven approaches. It 
is the formalisation of general problems like authorship attribution by 
breaking down the broad question, who painted what, to smaller steps 
of analyses, here by comparing the artistic fingerprint of painters such 
as Botticelli with, e.g., those of his disciples like Filippino Lippi. This for-
malisation includes that only the sum of detailed analyses forms in the 
end the answer to the general question about Botticelli’s unique style. 

The formalisation of research problems, however, is only as valid as 
the arguments are for the method chosen. And this is where theories 
come into play. In today parlance this formal methodology, where meth-
ods and theories come together, is called “modelling”16. Morellian meth-
od is only a valid scholarly method as long as the painting of fingers 
and earlobes are good proxies for painters’ style. To support this notion 
theories about Renaissance painting, practices are necessary. For our 
discussion of the importance of scholarly methods such as the Morellian 
method it is worth to notice that modelling is inevitably connected with 
clearly methodologically defined steps. This is what Morelli has suggest-
ed. A today’s example for the usefulness of method-driven modelling is 
the success of digital editions in recent years. In part is the success based 
on the resemblance of long-standing detailed editorial practices with 
those used in actual algorithmic research. Since hundreds of years edi-
tions have been carefully planned and carried out in small steps, where 
every comma counts. For this reason, method-driven approaches such as 
digital editions dominate today’s edition philology. Briefly, there is more 
in scholarly tradition than hermeneutical approaches. 

2. The role of methods in scholarship is of growing importance, the more 
the humanities deal with structured data. This is the case, since data are 
only a few keystrokes away. But data couldn’t be read without modelling. 
Any collection of data already includes model of the structure of data, 
e.g., whether data about films should include the number of male actors 
and female characters and the full text of screenplays. Anderson and 

15 C. Ginzburg, Morelli, Freud, and Sherlock Holmes: Clues and Scientific Method, in U. Eco -  
T. Sebeok (eds.), The Sign of Three: Dupin, Holmes, Peirce, Indiana University Press, Bloom-
ington (Indiana) 1984, pp. 81-118.
16 J. Flanders - F. Jannidis (eds.), The Shape of Data in Digital Humanities. Modeling Texts 
and Textbased Resources, Routledge, London 2018.
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Daniels model the broader question how much women are underrepre-
sented in films into a couple of methodological definite steps by using 
structures data about films17. They collect screenplays of roughly 2.000 
blockbuster films and compiled the number of words spoken by male 
and female characters. It turns out that the films have a clear male ma-
jority of dialogues simply through counting the words used by male and 
female film characters. To identify the actors and actresses they mapped 
characters with at least 100 words of dialogue to a person’s IMDb page 
and categorize the lines by gender. Across thousands of films in their 
structured dataset, Anderson and Daniels couldn’t hardly find a subset 
that didn’t over-index male. The structured data of IMDb, because they 
include the birthdays of the actors, also enables to proof whether there 
is a bias toward younger women in Hollywood or conversely, whether 
men enjoy a longer career. Their findings again could confirm the hy-
pothesis that only few elder actresses enjoy a longer career. Obviously, 
the focus of this kind of data-driven research is on methods, which in-
cludes carefully collected and structured data and metadata and a meth-
odology to measure the share of conversations in films. This formalistic 
approach always includes the notion that other metrics are possible like 
the Bechdel test suggests18. In contrast to common hermeneutics, the 
method-driven humanities make visible that more than one way to mod-
el research question is possible. 

One of the consequences of formalising culture as data is the need 
to focus on issues of methods and methodology. Data-driven and meth-
od-driven are two sides of the same formalistic coin, the currency in all 
computational humanities studies. To shed light on the significance of 
the methodology from yet another discipline let’s switch to computa-
tional literary history. Take research questions such as the one whether 
epochs are only a post-hoc construction by literary historians or wheth-
er literary texts differ along their historical contexts. Stylometry is one 
way to model this broad question. Because stylometry could mean many 
things, one must be precise, for example why to use a most frequency 
words analysis out of many other approaches to tackle the problem19. 

17 H. Anderson - M. Daniels, Film Dialogue from 2,000 screenplays, Broken Down by Gender 
and Age, in «The Pudding», https://pudding.cool/2017/03/film-dialogue/. 
18 M. Appel - T. Gnambs, Women in fiction: BechdelWallace Test results for the highestgross
ing movies of the last four decades, in «Psychology of Popular Media», 41 (2022), pp. 1-5, 
https://doi.org/10.1037/ppm0000436.
19 F. Jannidis - G. Lauer, Burrows’s Delta and Its Use in German Literary History, in M. Erlin -  
L. Tatlock (eds.), Distant Readings. Topologies of German Culture in the Long Nineteenth Cen
tury, Camden House, Rochester 2014, pp. 29-54.
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What this approach does, is to count the number of tokens of words, 
e.g., in a corpus of novels of the enlightenment before 1800 and of the 
realism before 1900. Function words like “and” or “I” are counted as well 
as lexical words such as “society” or “city”. By doing so, it is necessary to 
be aware about some linguistic laws on the distribution of the words we 
use, like the Zipf’s law, stating that the frequency of any word is inversely 
proportional to its rank in the frequency table. Or in other words, any 
methodological decision must be informed by theories, here theories 
of linguistics. This is also of importance if you decide which metrics you 
will use to measure the stylometric differences between the texts, be-
cause there are several statistical measurements such as Euclidian, Bur-
rows’s or Cosine Delta20. It is as trivial as important to state that there is 
no such thing as a method without a theoretical framework. Specifically, 
when statistical measures come into play, a profound knowledge about 
the concept behind the measures is of utmost importance. In our exam-
ple it turns out, that the novels from 1800 cluster more closely togeth-
er independent from the author, than clustering with the novels from 
around 1900. Writing style in the epoch of the enlightenment differs 
significantly from the epoch of realism. Epochs are more than post hoc 
construction in literary history.

In a similar vein it is possible to examine whether male and female 
authors differ in the writing style around 1800. Based on a corpus of texts 
by male and female writers a most frequency words approach show that 
nearly all female writers cluster with other female writers and male with 
male writers21. Interestingly there are exceptions like Dorothea Schlegel.  
Her texts clusters with those of Goethe. Some knowledge about liter-
ary history is necessary to understand the results here. If you know that 
Dorothea Schlegel admired and imitated Goethe and was part of the 
intellectual circle later called romantic circle in Jena, it makes perfect 
sense that her writings clusters with Goethe and not with the middle-
brow writing most women of her time adopted, mainly because the une-
ven educational possibilities of men and women around 1800. However, 
it is not enough to know the details of literary history, but necessary also 
to know the many ways how to visualize the data, whether dendrograms 
or cluster analysis are adequate visualisations for the research interest in 
question, because each data visualisation comes with a statistical pre-de-
cision. In this sense is method-driven scholarships indeed often num-

20 S. Evert et al., Understanding and Explaining Delta Measures for Authorship Attribution, in 
«Digital Scholarship in the Humanities», 32 (2017), 2, pp. ii4-ii16.
21 F. Jannidis - G. Lauer, Burrows’s Delta, cit.
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ber crunching, as Kennedy claims. But with the addendum that number 
crunching is the opposite of simple methods and trivial methodologies.

How influential theoretical clarification is right from the start for any 
following methodological decision, becomes particularly obvious when 
dealing with emotions in literature. What emotions are or whether emo-
tions are discrete categories, is strongly debated in psychology22. Hence, 
any formalistic approach must make clear whether the used theories fol-
low the notion of Paul Ekman’s so-called basic emotion theory, Robert 
Plutchik’s theory of mixes emotions, or James Russell’s two-dimension-
al model of valence and arousal, to mention just the major theoretical 
concepts. Moreover, in computational literary studies it must be decided 
how to conceptualise the relation between the words use and the emo-
tions behind the words. Since only few theories are based on empirical 
evidence, sentiment analysis come to highly divergent results when ana-
lysing literary texts along their emotional structure23. Finally, the com-
putational methods themselves differ widely in their methodology, for 
example whether they use fixed dictionaries of an emotion vocabulary 
or whether they use machine learning algorithms with a training set of 
emotion words. Only by systematic comparison of methods and method-
ologies as well as by critical evaluations of the outcome, it is possible to 
get solid ground for further research. 

Although methods are not simply given, but based on theoretically 
informed decision, it is possible by sentiment analysis to answer ques-
tions like whether fictionality is a quality of literary texts in contrast to 
factual text or only a practice. Andrew Piper could show based on empir-
ically validated use of certain word-classes that fictional texts differ from 
factual by their uses of certain word-classes mainly related with emo-
tions24. Emotions are also helpful to analyse and compare story plots. 
If you divide a novel into chapters and calculate for each chapter how 
positive, negative, or neutral the word-use is, you get a value for each 
chapter. If you then plot the values on the axis of narrated time, you get 
an emotional progression curve. Matthew Jockers has suggested that this 
curve could be understood as a plotline that roughly maps the course 

22 E.g. L. Feldman Barrett, The Theory of Constructed Emotion: An Active Inference Account 
of Interoception and Categorization, in «Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience», 12 
(2017), 1, pp. 1-23, http://doi.org/10.1093/scan/nsw154.
23 E. Kim - R. Klinger, A Survey on Sentiment and Emotion Analysis for Computational Litera
ry Studies, in «Zeitschrift für digitale Geisteswissenschaften», 4 (2019), https://doi.org/ 
10.17175/2019_008.
24 A. Piper, Fictionality, in «Journal of Cultural Analytics», 2 (2016), 2, https://doi.org/ 
10.22148/16.011.
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of the story25. And plotlines are good measure to identify genres and 
patterns in storytelling26. 

The list of examples could go on. They all underline the importance 
of methods at least in digital humanities as a complex issue, which can’t 
be skipped by empathy and understanding with the cultural phenome-
non in question. Instead, method is the prerequisite for any truth also in 
the humanities. But no method is simply given. Methods are always part 
of a larger theoretical framework to run research.

3. The more we use computer-assisted methods in the humanities, the 
more we will make use of Morellian-like methods. This does not mean 
that methods substitute a profound knowledge of the area in question, 
quite the contrary. And it does not mean that methods are just a meth-
odology to be applied. In contrast, any methodological choice must be 
informed by theories and needs always in the end an interpretation of 
the analyses. Methods are models of theories; they do not replace them.

This comes with costs. Method-driven approaches in the humanities 
are less likely carried out by a single researcher. Instead, teams with a 
variety of expertise enable valid research in the humanities as it is the 
case already in many other sciences. A distributed intelligence is neces-
sary because methods are no silver bullets, but the work of a variety of 
expertise about data, methods, and theories. Humanities are not getting 
simpler, and no fish will explain a painting. The importance of methods 
changes the word order of Gadamer’s title into “Method and Truth” and 
that means more work to do in scholarship27.

25 M.L. Jockers, A Novel Method to Detecting Plot, https://www.matthewjockers.net/2014/ 
06/05/a-novel-method-for-detecting-plot/. 
26 A. Reagan et al., The Emotional Arcs of Stories are Dominated by Six Basic Shapes, in «EPJ 
Data Science», 5 (2016), 31, https://www.doi.org/10.1140/epjds/s13688-016-0093-1. 
27 G. Lauer, Vom Wert der exakten Geisteswissenschaften, in H. Joas - J. Noller (eds.), Geistes
wissenschaften  was bleibt? Zwischen Theorie, Tradition und Transformation, Karl Alber, Baden-
Baden 2020, pp. 152-173.
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